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uring the 1920s Australian mining was beset by declining metal prices, scarcity 

of capital, higher wages and higher costs.2 Mining companies also struggled 

with the financial consequences of a paternalistic culture (welfare capitalism), 

the idea that employers should provide miners and their families with a comfortable life.3 

Many mining towns disappeared. Even mining Meccas like Cloncurry, Mount Morgan, 

Cobar, Charters Towers and Kalgoorlie were in the doldrums.4 In the midst of this decay 

Tasmania had its wildest mining rush in four decades. The metal was an alloy called 

osmiridium and the tiny town that resulted was Adamsfield. The former rates a passing 

mention in Geoffrey Blainey’s history of Australian mining, The Rush that Never Ended, 

and the latter is not referenced at all.5 Yet the rush that went against the grain 

demonstrated characteristics of a miniature nineteenth-century gold rush. Snow and 

frontier prices were battled at Adamsfield, lives reinvented and lost, diggers maimed, 

frostbitten and killed, vigilante action threatened, children conceived, born, raised and 

partly educated, claims jumped, fortunes pissed away on sly grog or in the (Hobart) 

brothel. A few lived high on the hog but many more on wombats, damper and spuds. The 

field also had an access track that would stop a goat.6  

The 42 km long Adamsfield Track (Fig. 1) elicited rollicking verse and a great many 

curses.7 Pre-dating Adamsfield by 24 years, it was cut to support a railway survey, kept 

open by government geological parties, prospectors and hunters and reinvented as a 

mining field conduit. The Tasmanian government interfered with market forces in the 

years 1922–23 by trying to control the price of osmiridium8 so it is no surprise that it also 

intervened to improve the transport infrastructure, rather than leaving the diggers 

completely at the mercy of packing contractors. However, the gradual mechanisation of 

the Adamsfield Track was a private initiative, the track becoming a slow road for high-

slung cars during the 1950s. Today it is a hiking trail and a multi-layered archaeological 

zone, the bones of stores, hunting huts, track workers’ camps and even the legend of the 

last Tasmanian tiger being mixed among its overgrown cuttings, fallen bridges and bottle 

dumps.  

 

The Great Western Survey Pack Track 

During the 1890s the opening up of Tasmania’s West Coast mines prompted competition 

between Launceston, Hobart and north-western interests, (the so-called ‘Railway War’), 

for a transport route which would secure the related commerce. Government-built tracks 

and private railway schemes were proposed, the latter being thinly-disguised land grabs. 

However, despite several Parliamentary Acts being passed which enabled private 

railways to be built, raising the necessary capital proved difficult and the extension of the 
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existing Emu Bay Railway from Burnie to Zeehan in 1899 killed off all but one of the 

other railway schemes.9  

The exception was the 

Great Western Railway 

scheme, a proposal to 

connect Hobart with the 

Mount Lyell Copper Mine 

via the existing Derwent 

Valley government line. 

This would have been 

continued north-west up the 

Vale of Rasselas, around the 

King William Range and 

then west along a similar 

line to the present Lyell 

Highway. Over nearly four 

years proponents of this 

scheme spent £13,630 on 

survey work, land clearing, 

earthworks and constructing 

pack tracks.10 By 1901 they 

had built two huts 

measuring 12 x 15 feet 

along the pack track that 

supported the survey work. 

These later became known as Chrisps Huts after one of the railway surveyors of that 

name.11  

Another six years passed without significant progress, the project being bogged 

down in legal and financial difficulties. Parliamentarians clamouring for legislation to 

revive the scheme were hampered by ignorance of the route’s prospectivity. In December 

1907 the Tasmanian parliament voted £2500 for official investigation of the mineral 

potential of the railway survey line;12 Chrisps Huts remained in good shape when in 

January 1908 Government Geologist W.H. Twelvetrees utilised them while undertaking 

this brief.13  Twelvetrees noted a belt of serpentine, later touted as the host rock of 

osmiridium, near the Sawback Range, but he found no mineral deposits during this trip, 

or another conducted in 1909 which would have helped justify the building of the Great 

Western Railway.14 The project was dead.  

Things might have ended differently for the Great Western Railway proponents. 

Within a decade the state would have a virtual world monopoly on ‘point metal’ 

(granular) osmiridium used to tip the nibs of fountain pens, its price climbing to £42 per 

oz. in October 1919, making it far more attractive to prospectors than gold.15 Had the 

fountain pen ‘boomed’ earlier; had the Russian Revolution of 1905 sparked civil war, 

barring Russian platinum supply from the world market a dozen years earlier than it 

Figure 1: The Adamsfield Track and associated 

features, 1925. 

Source: H.A. Jim Lane, I Had a Quid to Get, p. 56. 
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eventually did; and had Twelvetrees spelled out the potential for osmiridium discovery in 

an area where about 500 kg of it were later extracted, steam might have become the 

mantra of an osmiridium rush. 

As it was, when the next government geologist tramped the Great Western Pack 

Track in May 1920, the osmiridium trade was thriving in north-western Tasmania and his 

aim was simply to find more of it. Alexander McIntosh Reid noted occurrences of 

osmiridium-bearing serpentines in several river valleys.16 In November 1924 Arthur, 

Sydney and Charles (‘Brady’) Stacey from the Tasman Peninsula and two prospectors 

from Hobart, Archie Wright and Edward Bowden, followed in Reid’s footsteps, 

discovering osmiridium on the western side of a steep range called the Thumbs.17 

 

The Adams River osmiridium rush of July 1925 

Surprisingly, it took another eight months for Arthur and Charles Stacey and their friend 

Roy Kingston to spark the rush 120 km west of Hobart. Some of the mainstays of 

established fields in the north-west now stormed the new ‘ossie’ flashpoint at the Adams 

River. ‘New chums’ flocked from local districts, and adventurers like ‘Mulga Mick’ 

O’Reilly joined from interstate. From July to September 1925, 1078 miner’s rights were 

issued in Tasmania, a quarterly record which amounted to about £135 in government 

revenue.18 Of the three early routes to the new mining field, the Great Western Pack Track 

soon became predominant, with both the South Gordon Track and Dawsons Road being 

comparatively indirect, and the latter too far from the nearest railway. Diggers struggled 

along the overgrown, unbridged Great Western Track to the Florentine River, then tackled 

an old track over the shoulder of the Thumbs and along what became known as Packers 

Spur. Presumably the pack animals were spared the one-in-two descent of the Thumbs 

when ‘Big Jack’ Russell, weighing in at 103 kg, paid to have himself packed from the 

Adams River to the rail terminus at Fitzgerald.19 

Human pack-horse Arthur Fleming ventured where no equine hoofs trod, pocketing 

a shilling per pound for delivering provisions to the new mining field.20 He is said to have 

borne 200 lbs (91 kg) from the Florentine River to the diggings on one occasion.21 

Fleming’s performance was the more remarkable given the rotten wooden cording, mud, 

and big logs lying over the track at this time.22 Only diggers on the best claims—like the 

one-handed Portuguese John Baptiste, aka ‘Hooky Jack’—could afford two-legged beasts 

of burden.23 

 

To improve the track or build a tramway  

Having survived almost metre-deep mud and an icy blizzard while scaling the Thumbs to 

reach the Adams River in September 1925, a newspaper journalist compared the ordeal 

to visiting Antarctica.24 The prices on the mining field must have left the diggers feeling 

cold. A 4-lb loaf of bread cost 11 pence but delivering it to the mining camp cost 20 

pence, almost doubling the price. A 50-lb bag of flour cost £3 on the field. At a time when 

the average annual wage for a farm hand was £110 to £120, packers were said to be 

making £20 to £30 per week, the equivalent of ten or fifteen times as much.25 

Responding to digger demands for relief, the state government examined the access 

options, but a Great Western Railway was not considered. Instead, Public Works 
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Department overseer Tom Deegan recommended building a 2-foot-six-inch gauge steel-

railed horse-drawn tramway—an anachronism for the time, when even saw-millers were 

mechanising their bush tramways.26 The estimated cost was £18,000, but Mount Field 

Timber Company saw-miller Arthur Holmes seized upon an opportunity to expand his 

business.27 He offered to build a 3-foot-six-inch gauge timber-railed tramway with a 25-

h.p. kerosene-powered locomotive for only £5000. The timber company, which was 

already harvesting timber in the area, would then rent this government-owned tramway 

for £24 per week, recouping its rent by delivering freight at 2 pence per lb and charging 

passengers £1 to travel on the line. This deal may have seemed attractive, but the catch 

was that Holmes would only guarantee the service while 200 men remained on the mining 

field—a big risk given the fluctuation of the osmiridium price and the unknown size of 

the resource.28 

The government opted to stick with track work. In October 1925 the Great Western 

Pack Track was impassable for pack-horses beyond Churchills Hut, a hunter’s hut which 

became a temporary supply depot.29 The government spent about £3000 repairing, 

clearing, bridging, cording and extending the Great Western Railway Track in the spring 

of 1925 and the following summer. Cording or corduroying involved felling myrtle trees 

from which four-foot lengths were cut, split and placed across bogs in the track.30 At one 

stage about 100 men were at work in nine gangs camped along the track, mostly in tents 

or tent-huts, that is, paling walls with canvas roofs.31 New bridges placed over the Little 

Florentine and Florentine Rivers enabled pack-horses to reach the mining field via the 

new section of track over the Sawback Range, which replaced the steep track over the 

Thumbs. In the meantime, prices via the old route had increased, with a 4-lb loaf of bread 

costing 6 shillings and sixpence and a 50-lb bag of flour £4, in January 1926.32 In the 

same year, diggers at Canada’s remote Red Lake gold rush were getting off lightly by 

comparison, as they were said to be paying a mere £3 per cwt (112 lbs) for flour delivered 

to the field.33 Using the new route into Adamsfield, as the Adams River diggings became 

known, packing prices reduced by about 40%, with bread costing 3 shillings and 8 pence 

and a bag of spuds £2 15 shillings.34 

However, by the advent of the improved Adamsfield Track, as the Great Western 

Track now became known, the rush was over. Not only had the best claims been 

exhausted, but over supply and new competition had reduced the price of osmiridium 

from £32 per oz. in September 1925 to £20 by February 1926.35 In September 1927 it 

fetched only £11 or £12 per oz.36 By then Adamsfield had become a permanent settlement 

with a small population making a subsistence living. Government expenditure on the 

track was scaled back proportionately. 

 

Tramping to Adamsfield  

The Adamsfield Track of the 1920s and 1930s featured regular staging posts and 

landmarks, which today are all ruins or archaeological sites; the first landmark was Arthur 

Jeffries’ store and bakery near Fitzgerald (Fig. 2). These facilities signalled the ‘end of 

civilisation’ and the ‘gateway to the wilds’.37 It was the last chance to buy food and tools 

at prices uninflated by pack-horse transportation costs—that is, if you were prepared to 
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lug these items 42 km to Adamsfield. The country store was a treasure trove to the 

uninitiated: 

It was large and old and inside it was rather gloomy, but it had almost everything. 

Like Aladdin’s cave! No, perhaps more like a smuggler’s den, with things half-

hidden in dark corners and with tantalising mixed smells! There were groceries and 

vegetables, boots and harness gear, sides of smoked bacon hanging dark and 

wonderful, axes, drums of kerosene, candles and hurricane lamps and a whiff of 

creosote, kids’ toys, books, haberdashery, files and nails, country eggs and fresh 

baked bread.38 

Jeffries also built a huge 

stable on the property, for his 

pack-horse service into 

Adamsfield.39 The immaculately-

dressed proprietor aboard his 

beautiful sixteen-hand-high hack 

resembled a ‘country squire’ 

rather than a shopkeeper or 

packing contractor.40 It was not 

Jeffries but his packers, who 

faced the mud and cording when 

in 1926 he won the contract to 

deliver the mail into Adamsfield 

six times per week.41 

Adjoining Jeffries’ property was Sylvan Farm (Fig 3). This was another soldier 

settlement block with a house, stable and blacksmith’s shop, occupied by Arthur Story 

and family, Jeffries’ main 

competitors as packers. 

Adamsfield had no licensed 

premises, the only official pub 

burning down before building 

was completed.42 As a result, sly 

grog was everywhere; it was from 

base camps like these that bottles 

and kegs of alcohol were 

surreptitiously packed onto the 

mining field. One of the hazards 

for sozzled and sober alike along 

the track was dodging the 

unburdened pack-horses 

galloping home from Adamsfield. Since there was no feed along the 42-km route the 

animals couldn’t wait to reach the home pastures of Sylvan Farm and Jeffries’ acreage.43 

At the field’s peak about 80 horses were packing into Adamsfield.44 (Fig. 4) 

At about 2 km from Fitzgerald, early diggers chose between tramping, and hitching 

a short free ride on the Mount Field Timber Company Tramway. Thirteen km down the 

Figure 2: Arthur Jeffries’ store in 2018. 

 
Source: Nic Haygarth photo. 

 

Figure 3: Sylvan Farm, aka Junee Homestead, in 

1984. 

 
Source: Stephen Bunton photo. 
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track was Chrisps Huts, the first staging post (Fig. 4). By 1925 only one of the two huts, 

the stable, was in good repair, the main hut had either disintegrated or was burnt down. 

Track workers camped sporadically at Chrisps Hut (as the stable became known) needed 

‘bull’s wool’ (the bark of the 

stringy-bark tree) to start their 

fires and floor their tents. They 

amused themselves by taking it 

all from the same tree near the 

building, placing 25 shoe boards 

about 30 metres up the towering 

eucalypt in order to fetch it;45 the 

tree remained a landmark for 

years. Chrisps Hut was afterwards 

adapted to serve as a hunting hut 

and sly-grog shop.46 At a time 

when Tasmania had a lucrative 

fur trade, supplying the brush possum collars and cuffs of fashionable European women’s 

coats, the form of the building with its exterior framing, open gable and attached sleeping 

quarters would have made it easily identifiable as a hunter’s skin shed where skins were 

pegged up to dry. Yet its nameplate ‘Diggers Rest’ also identified it as a place to get an 

unlicensed snort and a feed en route to the diggings. In peak season it was equipped with 

a manager/cook, Gladys Langdon, whose husband Ralph Langdon handled the grog 

acquisition and supply.47 A common ‘refreshment’ served here was rum and coffee, used 

to wash down a saveloy wrapped in a hunk of bread.48 

On the western side of the Gap or Divide were track workers’ camps mostly 

delineated by stone hearths and the remains of paling walls. After the initial splurge on 

track improvement 1925–26, two World War One veterans were retained to do 

maintenance work along the 

track;49 this necessitated at least 

one permanent building, known by 

travellers as the Roadmen’s Camp 

(Fig. 5).50 It was probably one of 

the returned soldiers, Henry 

Coleman or Frank Gilbert of New 

Norfolk, who was photographed 

standing at his hut by bushwalker 

Jack Thwaites in 1930.51 The 

building had slab walls, a gabled 

roof of sheets of bark or slabs, and 

a pigsty-style timber chimney. 

Outside, a crude shelf held a billy and a bowl which he probably used to wash. The 

‘roadman’ posed with his shovel, one of the tools of his trade, the skyline of a mountain 

range emphasising his isolation.52  

Figure 4: Chrisps Hut, aka ‘The Diggers Rest’, 

with ‘refreshments’, 1929. 

 
Source: Fergus Townley photo, NS1914/1/29 (TA). 

 

 

Figure 5: The Roadmen’s Camp, 1930. 

 
Source: Jack Thwaites photo, NS3195/2/2242 (TA). 
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Further along the track, at the base of what became known as Churchills Spur, was 

the humpy of Elias Churchill (Fig. 6). Churchill was a saw-milling, sly-grogging, 

osmiridium-digging fur hunter who eventually became celebrated for delivering the 

supposed last live thylacine (aka Tasmanian tiger) to the Hobart Zoo, in about 1933.53 

This was the place to which he claimed to have carried the trussed-up male after 

extricating it from a foot snare on the Sawback Range.54 The Florentine Valley and 

Adams River area appears to have been one of the last strongholds of the endemic 

marsupial, but at the time the tigers in the Hobart Zoo attracted little interest.55 Likewise, 

a hunter’s camp was of so little 

interest to those with ossie in their 

sights, that Churchills Hut was not 

even mentioned by published 

travellers, after it became 

redundant as a staging post.  

From 1925 there was a 

village of huts at the Florentine 

River bridge site. Shops such as 

Jimmy Lane and Hec Barker’s 

Pioneer Store, and Clarrie 

Farrow’s ‘eatery’ operated here 

during the rush period, before 

several of them were moved into 

Adamsfield itself. Farrow served almost identical fare to the Langdons at Chrisps Hut—

coffee laced with rum, and saveloys with tomato sauce.56 It was here that the body of 77-

year-old Major Arthur Morrisby, apparently dead from exhaustion, was suspended 

between two trees overnight to prevent it being attacked by Tasmanian devils. Next 

morning the corpse was missing its knee-high leather boots.57 While devils are known to 

steal boots to chew on, perhaps these were purloined by a funeral bearer helping to 

remove Morrisby’s body to Fitzgerald. 

 

‘Mulga Mick’s metaphorical divide 

Hauling a corpse out of Adamsfield was much easier than carrying a living person, since 

no allowance needed to be made for comfort. For example, a film crew on their way to 

the field met a funeral cortège coming out in the dark: 

Out of the blackness the form of a constable appeared first, carrying a lantern in one 

hand and holding his mount with the other.  Some ten yards in his rear followed 

two horses, one behind the other, carrying two poles on which was fastened a 

roughly-made wooden box, its only decoration being an old felt hat which had 

belonged to the dead miner. The procession was closed by another constable and 

the packer …58 

The two leading horses later slid down an embankment, horses and coffin tumbling over 

each other.59  

The merely sick, injured or heavily pregnant were handled more carefully. Perhaps 

a dozen people were stretchered out from Adamsfield to Fitzgerald by hand. Seventeen 

Figure 6: Churchills Hut, 1925. 

 
Source: Mercury photo, 5 October 1925, p. 5. 
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men acted as bearers for Fred Turvey, injured by a falling tree in 1928.60 For an old 

socialist digger and part-time journalist ‘Mulga Mick’ O’Reilly, these were nothing short 

of heroic deeds. Irish-born O’Reilly was a well-travelled prospector for whom life was 

very simple; it was divided into the ‘haves’ and the ‘have nots’, aka the parasite (the 

master) and the exploited (the servant).61 O’Reilly spelt ‘digger’ with a capital ‘D’, and 

for him the Diggers of Gallipoli and those of the osmiridium field were of the same manly 

ilk.62 Women on mining fields, both diggers’ wives and bush nurses, were angels.63 That 

made sainthood a certainty when a sick woman was stretchered out from Adamsfield: 

A woman’s life was at stake. Did the Diggers grumble? Not on your Life! They 

manfully set to work and, in relays of four, picked up the chaff-bag stretcher, with 

the patient wrapped in rags, and started on that night march on one of the roughest 

tracks in Tasmania.64 

 

For Adamsfield’s ‘poet laureate’ the track was a divide between the parasitic rich 

of Hobart and the virtuous mining poor, whose children the former group robbed of bread. 

More than two years on from the Wall Street crash of 29 October 1929, which signalled 

the start of the Great Depression, O’Reilly saw the Adamsfield osmiridium field as the 

epitome of the worker’s struggle for survival with dignity. He cited a particular example 

of a large, young family forced to trudge out on foot to the remote field:  

…impregnated with the pioneer spirit that colonised Australia, making for that 

Mecca of the unemployed, the Adamsfield osmiridium diggings, there to try to earn 

a crust for the little ones that was denied them nearer civilisation.65 

 

The Adamsfield Express (aka Story’s Packet) 

Mechanisation of the track would have ruined ‘Mulga Mick’s sermon. In November 1927, 

Greg Byrne had surprised the diggers by riding a 3.42-h.p. B.S.A. motorcycle into 

Adamsfield, but the day of the pedestrian and the horse was not done yet.66 In 1930, a 

Parliamentary Standing Committee which 

revisited the idea of building a tramway into the 

Florentine Valley, again found it 

unwarranted.67 Agitation for the line was now 

more about timber than osmiridium, but both 

industries were economically depressed. 

Instead, technological advance was 

instigated by one of the packers. In the late 

1930s Arthur Story debuted his primitive two-

wheeled, horse-drawn, twice-weekly cart 

service to Adamsfield, delivering mail, freight 

and passengers (Fig. 7).  

By this time all the easily won 

osmiridium was gone. Adamsfield was 

dominated by barely capitalised syndicates, 

including three working the supposed ‘lode’ 

and the hydraulic sluicing operations of 

Figure 7:  Adamsfield Express. 

 
Source: James Balfour Scott photo, 

courtesy of Janet Ling. 
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Norman Clark and Frank Roach. Norman and Ethel Clark struggled to make ends meet 

at Adamsfield, and with the school closed, there was no one to tutor their four children.68 

The education problem was solved in August 1940, when Norman Clark bought Story’s 

Packet, his horses, his packing business and his home Sylvan Farm.69 While Norman 

stayed on the sluicing claim at Adamsfield, living at Sylvan Farm spared Ethel the worry 

of medical attention for her children, enabled the younger ones to attend the Maydena 

State School, and also brought the opportunity to increase the family’s income. They grew 

apples, pears, plums, cherry plums and a full range of vegetables on the farm, and supplied 

mutton to Australian Newsprint Mills’ (A.N.M.’s) nearby workers’ camp.70 The ‘good 

hearted … but wild’ sixteen-year-old Norman Clark junior and fourteen-year-old Teddy 

Clark became the new Adamsfield Express drivers. For young hiker David Steane riding 

this conveyance was an essential frontier experience: 

It was exciting … to hear the wild yells and the cracking whip as the rubber-tyred 

mail cart came up behind us, and to wonder if there would be room for us and our 

packs this day in the narrow ‘chariot’. If we were lucky and got a ride, that was 

exciting, too.71  

While the metre-wide box of the cart fitted comfortably on the track, taking sharp corners 

on a corded, uneven surface inevitably made for thrills and spills, and not everyone shared 

Steane’s sense of adventure.72 Reluctant Packet patron Eileen Smith described ‘sitting in 

the old cart, bag over our heads and getting the guts shaken out of us … The most terrible 

ride I ever had in my life’.73 

Some sections of track were also dangerous for cart travel. In April 1941 the 

Adamsfield Express suffered catastrophic failure when the horse shied on a bend called 

the Devils Elbow, causing Teddy Clark and the vehicle to somersault down an 

embankment. The surviving horse had to be practically dug out of the bank.74 Unhurt, 

Teddy continued his mail contract and packing services, including packing a Hydro 

Electric Commission party into the Vale of Rasselas for survey work in March 1942.75  

 

Later staging posts added along the track 

By the mid-1930s A.N.M. was negotiating with the state government to turn the 

Florentine forests into newsprint. At this time two new huts were built along the track, 

including the Sunshine Hut76 near Nichols Spur, and the Divide Hut (1935–48)77 under 

Tim Shea, the latter serving A.N.M. fire patrolmen. In the late 1940s, an A.N.M. road 

survey party also established a large camp along the Adamsfield Track west of the 

Divide.78 

Bushfire wiped out the first Florentine River huts but two more were built in the 

early 1930s and in 1941.79 One, a supply depot with a split timber interior and vaulted 

ceiling, possibly built by the government, has survived—barely—for more than 80 years 

(Figs 8 and 9). This hut is probably the one that became a staging post for Ernie Bond, 

the market gardener for Adamsfield who in the years 1934–52 grew fruit and crops and 

raised stock,  about 15 km to the north in the Vale of Rasselas.80 It was probably to this 

depot that his supplies were delivered, including batteries for his radio and parcels of 

State Parliamentary Proceedings (Hansard), enabling him to curse politicians in the 

outside world. In the immediate post-World-War-Two period these tomes, as well as 
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mail, empty bottles for preserving fruit, sides of bacons and bags of sugar and flour, were 

lugged from the depot to his farm, Gordon Vale, by urban bushwalkers as part payment 

for their lodging in his generous company.81 

All these huts served travellers on the track, including miners, bushwalkers, track 

workers and the lineman who patrolled the Adamsfield Track after the telephone line 

reached the mining settlement in the early 1930s. 

The Florentine Road 

In 1947 Teddy Clark drove a new horseless vehicle along the track into Adamsfield, 

setting a record of only 2½ hours from Fitzgerald. His father’s motor truck was built for 

the Adamsfield Track, being a skinny 1.14 m wide.82 This replacement for the Adamsfield 

Express reflected the coming of A.N.M. who, in order to survey and harvest the Florentine 

forests, had constructed a road which paralleled or replaced sections of the Adamsfield 

Track.83 In doing so, A.N.M. made the eastern half of the Adamsfield Track redundant.  

In the early 1950s the timber company went much further, by constructing a four-

wheel-drive track which paralleled the remaining section of the Adamsfield Track right 

through to Adamsfield itself. Motor vehicles which could endure the rough cords rattled 

over the Sawback Range into the virtual ghost town. A 1960 Land Rover driver, for 

example, found his progress slowed by gouged-out white quartz gravel, large tree roots 

and ‘moss covered spar bridges, in most cases only 7 or 8 cm wider than our vehicle and 

often hanging perilously on hillsides over watercourses’. The Florentine River depot hut 

was then in disrepair, ‘partly destroyed by vandals … One wall of the hut was missing; 

possibly burnt as firewood, and the others were almost completely covered in graffiti, 

names, dates, and attempted artwork, all done in burnt charcoal, or with burning sticks’.84  

However, the death of Adamsfield postmaster Stan Gerny in 1962, and the advent 

of the Hydro Electric Commission’s Gordon River Road in the early 1960s, made the 

Adamsfield Track redundant as a connector. By 1967 Hall’s, Bibby’s and the Clark 

osmiridium claims were accessible by a shorter vehicular route from Gordon River 

Road.85 

 

 

 

Figures 8 and 9: The Florentine Depot Hut and interior, 2022. 

 
Source: Nic Haygarth photo. 
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The Adamsfield Track today 

On a summer’s day it is hard to imagine the perils of the Adamsfield Track during the 

osmiridium rush almost a century ago. Today, while some sections of benched formation 

have been reclaimed by bush and others destroyed by forestry operations, the track still 

expresses elements of the stories of the ‘Railway War’, osmiridium mining at Adamsfield, 

the Tasmanian fur industry, and the destruction of Tasmania’s extinct or near extinct 

thylacine. Chrisps Hut, a vestige of the Great Western Railway survey, is a roof gable 

sitting on the ground in a state of picturesque collapse. In January 2019, bush fire 

destroyed a c1950s hut which had become celebrated mistakenly as Churchills Hut, the 

supposed holding facility for ‘the world’s last 

known captive Tasmanian tiger’.86 It is sad to 

lose any vernacular hut which demonstrates the 

bush carpentry of a bygone era, but discovery of 

the likely site of the real Churchills Hut more 

than mitigates this loss. The same fire spared the 

Florentine depot hut, which is subsiding into 

ferns, and a recently renovated, post-1960 hut, 

Ewes Inn, also near the Florentine River. Like 

the archaeological sites of the Roadmen’s Camp 

and the 1940s survey camp, the mid-twentieth-

century huts demonstrate the continuing 

evolution of the track, the latter probably being 

built for forestry or recreational purposes.  

Remaining sections of timber cording west 

of the Florentine River show that it served as a 

raised wooden platform, separating people and 

vehicles from the mud (Fig 10). Maintaining this 

platform for hundreds of metres at a time must have taken a severe toll on the myrtle 

forest. Decades of timber harvesting have changed the experience of walking the track 

through the Florentine Valley. Even ‘Mulga Mick’ departed from his class rhetoric long 

enough to enjoy the:  

forests of stringybark [sic], swamp gum and myrtle, with the flowering musk, laurel 

and clematis … the gullies and moss-covered ravines … the tall man-ferns with 

their graceful fronds waving in the breeze …  

All of these, apparently, made a walk on the Adamsfield Track ‘an everlasting source of 

delight to the lover of natural beauty’.87 Today the ‘hill and dale’ and ‘winding track’ that 

gave ‘Mulga Mick’ an ‘aching back’ are still evident, along with countless relics of 

countless journeys. This rich archaeological zone still has many untold stories to tell. 

  

Units 

1 inch = 25.4 mm, 1 foot = 0.3048 m, 1 mile = 1.609 km, 1 acre = 0.4047 hectares. 

1 troy oz (the standard measure of gold and silver) = 20 dwt = 31.10348 g; 1 dwt = 1.555 g. 

1 pound (lb) = 0.454 kg, 1 ton (long) = 2,240 pounds (lbs) = 1.01604 tonnes.  

1 (imperial) gallon = 4.4561 litres. 

 

 

Figure 10: Timber cording on the 

Adamsfield Track, 2022. 

 
Source: Nic Haygarth photo. 
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Pre-decimal currency 

£1 (pound) = 20s (shillings) and 1 shilling = 12d (pence) 
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